Space-age Scott FET design improves AM as dramatically as it does FM

New Scott 382 Receiver lets you hear more stations, more clearly! 65-watts/Space-age FET circuits in both AM and FM/Only $339.95

Scott engineers are constantly on the search for new developments to continually improve a near-perfect product.

After experiencing the miraculous improvements FET's brought to FM, Scott engineers applied amazing new FET circuitry to Wide-Range AM. The result — the new 382 AM/FM stereo receiver — incorporating, for the first time anywhere, a Field Effect Transistor AM circuit along with Scott's astonishing FET FM front end. Introduction of this new model marks the first real improvement in AM circuitry design in more than a decade.

AM Comes of Age

Recent improvements in AM broadcasting equipment, plus the Federal Communication Commission's decision to split AM and FM programming, have given audiophiles renewed interest in superior AM reception. Introduction of the new 382 now brings Scott FET sound to the exciting news, sports, current events and music broadcasts available only on the AM band.

Scott AM Has Advanced FET Circuits

Advanced Scott 382 circuitry incorporates Automatic Variable Bandwidth, a unique feature which automatically adjusts tuner bandwidth to the quality of the incoming signal. The bandwidth automatically narrows for best reception of weak, distant stations, blocking out noise and interference. When tuned to stronger stations, the bandwidth automatically broadens, providing full frequency wide-range reception. In addition, the new Scott Automatic Gain Control circuit, which increases tuner sensitivity when incoming signal decreases, also increases resistance to cross modulation as the signal gets stronger.

Field Effect Transistor FM Lets You Hear More Stations, More Clearly

The 382 utilizes revolutionary new Field Effect Transistor circuitry for maximum FM sensitivity with virtually no cross modulation, no drift, no more problems caused by changing tube characteristics. Scott is the first, and only, manufacturer to use this important advance in solid-state design.

Scott's all silicon IF strip provides three stages of true IF amplification for strong as well as weak signals plus three additional stages of IF limiting action, giving optimum selectivity and stereo separation.

Direct-Coupled Silicon Output Amplifier Section

Output and driver transformers, major causes of diminished power and distortion, are eliminated from Scott's radically new direct-coupled solid-state amplifier design . . . allowing more power over a wider frequency range, with virtually no distortion.

The 382 includes these popular features found in the most expensive Scott components: Tape Monitor switching, Speaker switching with provision for remote speaker selection, switched front panel stereo headphone output, front panel stereo balance switch, separate-channel clutched bass, treble, and volume controls, fully automatic stereo switching with indicator, and precision tuning meter.

382 Specifications: Usable sensitivity, 2.5 µV; Harmonic distortion, 0.8%; Drift, 0.02%; Frequency response, 15-25,000 cps ± 1 db; Music Power rating per channel (4 ohms), 32½ watts; Cross Modulation Rejection, 85 db; Stereo separation, 35 db; Capture ratio, 6.0 db; Selectivity, 40 db. Price $339.95.

Scott . . . where innovation is a tradition
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